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honest desire to relieve pain and cure disease then
finds a ready channel of communication. If in some
instances the action for good is intensified by faith
in the patient, it is only natural it should be so.
That clairvoyance can be induced by Mesmerism,
is not be doubted. The mesmeriser and his sensi-
tive are distinct entities, egos—individuals, if you will
—both having their respective organisation, tempe-
rament, and character. The primary action of Mes-
merism should be that of spirit acting on spirit, mind
on mind—such action being that of direction, or
education, and sympathy. Secondly, the action of
Mesmerism is that of spirit or mind over organisa-
tion. Therefore we have the mind of the mesmeriser
influencing the mind of the sensitive directly, or
through the organisation indirectly. Mesmeric
operations in their highest and truest character are
spiritual, then mental, then physical Hypnotic ex-
periments are physical first, mental afterward, spiri-
tual seldom. Clairvoyance is possible in Mesmerism,
impossible in the latter. Clairvoyance—"clear see-
ing"—might be called "soul-sight," as a vivid ray of"
electric light flashed suddenly out into midnight
darkness reveals much that is hidden with sudden
and startling clearance. So it happens in Mesmerism;
when the senses are completely subdued; the passions-
and the emotions allayed by the mesmerist, then the
subtle powers of the spirit (pneuma) and the spirit
body (psyche) shine forth and reveal the hidden
mysteries of mind.
Mere physical mesmerists, "electro biologists/'"
and hypnotists, although they can cure disease, and
have induced many strange and peculiar phenomena,
in certain classes of subjects, they do not subdue the
physical in the foregoing sense, and they cannot
educe mental and psychical phenomena. The best
clairvoyant sensitives have been women from about
15 to 25, whose organisations were healthy, refined.,
and pure, and whose heads twere favourably developed
in the spiritual, moral, intuitive and mental faculties.
The most successful developers of clmrwy&nce in.

